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POS (or Point of Sale) software is the software retailers and hospitality businesses use to process sales. Point
of Sale is a broad term that can encompass merchandising aids, displays and devices to conduct transactions
in a store such as a cash register, computer and barcode scanners.
These these days it includes mobile devices such as the iPad.
Service organisations however, wouldn’t need a cash drawer or receipt printout in the field. They may want a
device such as a laser or thermal printer to print their service invoices, however they would also need
appropriate POS software in the field to be able to produce that invoice. So POS software and devices can vary
greatly based on the requirements and environment the business is operating in.
In today’s world, at the core of any POS system is POS software. That should not detract from the importance
of needing good hardware to manage the process. That hardware should be fit for purpose. For example, in the
field you may use a tablet or smartphone coupled with a laser printer in the van. In a retail store, you may use
either of these devices or a POS terminal. If you’re in the field or conducting transactions out on the showroom
floor instead of at a traditional cash register this is unlikely to be the case. Laser scanners work faster, have a
greater range and can also read barcodes around corners on bags, boxes, bottles, tubs and irregular shapes
much better than a CCD scanner can.
A purpose-built POS system for service companies can also provide the business with a wealth of information
about the transactions it is recording. It can provide greater transparency on which areas of the business are
running the most profitably and what the profitability of individual service technicians is. It can also allow the
data to be compared across different date ranges or business units easily. The system should also tie into your
inventory management system in order to keep everything balanced.
When organisations need to conduct transactions in the field, a specialised solution is required. When service
companies are making these transactions at the point of sale, more complex considerations are needed than if
they were processed in an office. Unlike a retail sale, when creating invoices in the field, technicians need to
account for how much of their time is used, the type of time, plant and equipment usage and the materials
required to complete the job. It’s because of this that the majority of service companies bring the complexity of
invoicing back into the office. However, with highly specialised tools configured correctly, the service technician
is not required to know what the prices for these components are.
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simPRO Connect and POS
simPRO Connect is the field mobility solution that works
with simPRO Enterprise. It works on Android, iOS and
Windows 10 devices allowing users in the field to transact
with the customer in real time. With simPRO connect, the
job time, materials and other important information are
gathered as the job is progressing in the field.
When the job has been signed off and completed, this
information is reported back to the main office system.
simPRO Connect then allows the user in the field to
produce the invoice based on the information and rules
created for that particular customer.
If there is connectivity to the main office system (ie. the
field user has an internet connection), simPRO Connect
will create the invoice and apply the appropriate labour
rates and markups for the customer and the job. It will
also allow the user to print the invoice and then take the
payment from the customer on the spot.
If the user receives the payment by credit card, simPRO
Connect will process the credit card transaction in the
field and report to the user the outcome of the
transaction. This information can then easily be produced
for the customer and emailed directly to them.
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simPOS
simPOS is a lightweight and easy to use POS system, which has been specifically designed for service
companies that also have a showroom. For these service-centric businesses, the showroom is often a
secondary or supporting aspect to the business. As a result, the systems implemented are usually geared
towards the service side of the business. They can be very cumbersome in a POS retail environment or they
are disconnected so they function well, but do not read and write the same information the other side of the
business is running with.

simPOS is a web-based front end for simPRO Enterprise. simPOS is a point of sale system that processes the
job, allocates the stock and creates everything in the background to comply with standard simPRO Enterprise
workflows. It allows the user on the front end to simply scan or choose what they are selling and then process
the transaction.
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The functionality of simPOS includes:
Shopping and Selling
Users on the shop floor are able to browse through allowed sections of the standard simPRO Enterprise
catalogue or scan the barcode of an item that has been presented. By scanning the barcode of the item or
selecting it, the item is placed into the cart. Items can be added to the cart multiple times which will increase the
quantity, or can be removed. The entire sale can also be postponed for later retrieval.
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Track Inventory
simPOS ties into the main inventory system used by simPRO Enterprise. By default, the POS is configured to
draw from a default storage device. This means that a user browsing the catalogue can see the amount of an
item left in stock and where, and whether any is coming in on purchase orders. If an item is scanned and sold
in the POS without any stock, simPOS will either allow negative stock or do a stocktake in the background
before taking it back out again. Time for a full stocktake.
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Checkout
When the user follows the sale through to the checkout the contents of the customer’s cart will be displayed
along with their details for use on the invoice.
These details are also normally defaulted, though if the user is selling to an account customer, they may wish
to put the invoice in the account name. Users can then apply discounts to the level they have been authorised
for. If required, users can also add labour lines to the invoice from the checkout.
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Payment
When completing the transaction users can select which payment methods are being used and how much is
being tendered for each payment method, including what is to go onto the account.

When completed, simPOS will produce an invoice for printing, indicate how much change is due and process
all the necessary functions in simPRO Enterprise to complete the sale.
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Reports
simPRO Enterprise provides an extensive list of reports that give businesses transparency on how the
business is tracking in different business units and resources. It runs specific reports related to POS, such as a
report showing the day’s takings, then allowing users to create deposit slips.

simPOS has been built with touchscreens in mind and, being browser based, simPOS can be run on anything
from an iPad on the shop floor to a POS terminal complete with a barcode scanner and cash drawer.
Regardless of which device simPOS is run on, the only requirement is a modern web browser and an internet
connection. Due to its design being geared to run on touch screens we provide recommendations on specific
devices it can be used with.
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